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Masters and commanders.
But who’s at the helm?
synergies and lower business expenses from day one?
And it is perfectly reasonable that a consideration
should be paid for the decision-making power that
comes with ownership of that particular class of
shares. Sika is running a business here, not a Sunday
school, and the currency of business is cash. Other –
entirely plausible – solutions will be contemplated in
due course, but these belong more to the realm of
value judgments.
Any minority shareholders who may be feeling
hard done by should remind themselves that they
have simply neglected to do even the first page of
their “Stock Trading 101” homework, which would
have explained the legal basis of joint ownership to
them. In Sika’s case, it was plain as a pikestaff that
there were differing share classes involved and that
this meant the Burkard family had a controlling stake;
it was equally apparent that the Burkards were in a
position to provide a potential purchaser of its block
of shares with an additional sweetener – the reassurance of not having to make a takeover offer to minority shareholders (“minority” in terms of voting rights,
not share capital). It is entirely permissible to preclude such a mandatory takeover bid under Swiss
stock market law: a company operating on the local
capital market merely has to state it is explicitly “opting out” in its articles of association and to register
this choice with the Swiss stock exchange. It is thus
no secret – indeed, it was as clear as day – that Sika
belonged to this category of company. This is just the
sort of thing that any halfway competent investment
advisor ought to know, as should the managers of institutional assets such as pension funds, who are paid
to keep abreast of such particularities. Anyone taking
up cudgels on behalf of supposedly disadvantaged

CHAPTER 1

Swiss entrepreneurs under pressure
One thing is clear: the CHF is going to be riding so high against other currencies for the foreseeable future that Swiss firms competing abroad will be
left with a mountain to climb. While some entrepreneurs will now be pondering their chances of survival,
others are very likely to be wondering if the game is
even worth the candle. Does it really make sense for a
Swiss firm to carry on trading under such conditions?
It’s easy to say “grin and bear it”, especially when it’s
not you who has to do it. In light of recent events, this
edition of bergsicht explores some fundamental questions of economic sense and purpose and examines
the role that family entrepreneurship can play here.
So let us begin with a concrete example – a family that has chosen to renounce its entrepreneurial
existence. We think the Burkard family’s decision to
sell its controlling interest in Sika, the specialty chemicals company, is understandable, and that its move to
approach French firm Saint-Gobain as a potential
purchaser was guided by a certain logic. Who, after
all, would possibly be more drawn towards obtaining a
controlling stake in such a company than a fellow construction-sector player that could take advantage of
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minority shareholders is straying into misguided,
“Watchdog”-style consumer rights territory.
In the following, we hope to flesh out the thinking that has led us to such a verdict in the Sika case
while making some observations about the double-edged sword of decision-making power that, for
many companies, rests in the hands of a select few.
The purpose of such an analysis is not normative; we
are not joining the ranks of those who wish to take the
example of the (admittedly headline-grabbing) Sika
affair as another opportunity to demand yet more
changes to Swiss company law. Our concern is to depict the phenomenon of corporate ownership as it
actually is, neither neglecting its global context nor
forgetting the purpose that all this sound and fury ultimately serves: to enable value creation. If, as a result,
our readers revert to understanding share ownership
more as a kind of qualified commercial existence and
enterprise and less as the passive pocketing of dividends while keeping half an eye on stock-price hikes,
the objective of this bergsicht will have been achieved.
A huge amount of strategic planning is required of
companies in times of profound change – and there is
no doubt that we are living through just such times –
so the way decision-making power is organised is very
pertinent indeed.

when (and which) particular investment strategies
should be implemented; whether a joint venture with
another firm should be sought, or indeed a merger envisioned; whether – and this is of course also an option –
one should consider a sale or even, ultimately,
contemplate trudging the path to the bankruptcy court.
“Having the final say” in a company’s strategic affairs: there’s the rub, from the tender green shoots of a
budding start-up to an M&A transaction worth billions
à la Sika. Companies are artificial constructs, created by
human hand, shaped by human fiat and even laid low (!)
by unwise human decision-making; there is an economic
logic to using the internal constitution of a company to
keep entrepreneurial zeal and decision-making authority as closely allied as possible. By the same token, there
is some logic to excluding from positions of supreme decision-making authority (to some degree or other) those
whose value creation is limited to the provision of capital rather than any actual presence or intellectual or operational accomplishments. The all but physical
connection between individuals and groups and the fortunes, be they good or ill, of their company almost inevitably engenders a qualified status with respect to
strategic decision-making powers.
Entrepreneurial impetus, qualified status: this is
clearly not just a matter of mere activism or holding a
position of power. It is about the company founding fathers, patrons and entrepreneurial families who lend
their firms a face, forging an identity and ensuring that
value systems are imbibed and upheld even when the going gets rough. Much like cockleshells that otherwise
would be tossed about at the mercy of the waves (or just
as easily swamped by the wind and wuthering of fickle
markets), companies are kept on an even keel by the
holders of decision-making power who collectively act
as a sheet anchor. Such an apportionment of trust, often inextricably bound up with the name of an individual or
family, enjoys an economic value as long as it remains an
empirical reality, a fact that is borne out, inter alia, by the
often extremely loyal and highly competent staff that
such companies attract.
This qualified status as a holder of decision-making power has its counterpoint in the concentration of risk
with which the entrepreneurial class is confronted. Almost all of the available means of production, as it were
– one’s own labour and financial assets, often a part, or
even the whole, of one’s real capital in the form of land
and property, one’s own reputation (and/or one’s own
name as a brand) – are staked on the turn of a single card.
The essential difference between the entrepreneur and
the investor pure and simple resides in this forgoing of
diversification. One might say that granting individuals a
legal right to exercise control above and beyond their
capital exposure is almost a prerequisite for ensuring
that there will always be a steady supply of people
“crazy” enough to want to be an entrepreneur.
Supreme executive power and entrepreneurial
impetus – with its associated concentration of risk – belong together. If things change within this constellation

CHAPTER 2

Inherent inequality almost inevitable
In the beginning, there is – for a company at least
– not the Word, but rather the settled will of a single individual or a small group of people who, for better or
worse, have made common cause towards an economic
end and who harbour not the slightest doubt that they,
and they alone, can make their ideas and processes succeed, and that the market has been waiting for them all
along; people who will devote their every effort and their
utmost discipline, as well as what is often every last penny of their savings – and indeed in some cases, of those
of their friends and relatives as well – to achieving these
ambitious ends. Nevertheless, as there is almost always a
capital shortfall which must be made up by a third party,
an unequal treatment of shareholders, both at the outset
and in a company’s status nascendi, is almost inevitable.
Hardly any companies begin life with exclusively ordinary shares (i.e. “one share, one vote”), with no strings
attached in terms of selling restrictions or the like. An
individual or group putting their “entrepreneurial impetus”, if we may call it that – indeed their entire personal
existence – behind an economic entity will, as a rule, also
wish to have the final say in the firm’s future. For example,
they will want to decide who runs it and what fundamental positioning should be adopted; whether, when, and
how much additional capital should be solicited, or
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to the extent that entrepreneurial impetus peters out,
whether through a lack of ability or because no more intrinsic interest can be mustered in the undertaking, the
constellation itself will have to change. Or, to put it more
plainly, as soon as an entrepreneurial presence is no
longer in a position to manage potentially perilous risk
exposure through its own activity and aptitudes, or has
just lost all interest in this, it must relinquish its control.
Entrepreneurial responsibility cannot be shared and is extremely hard to delegate.
This was exactly the situation in which the Burkard family found itself in respect of its control of Sika.
After decades of trusted stewardship of the role of “best
owner”, it clearly became impossible to maintain family
coherence in the face of such a risk concentration, let
alone to find representatives of the family who were able
to manage the risk in a genuinely entrepreneurial fashion with the amicable buy-in of the rest of the clan; this
task had been delegated to the board of directors and
the management for years. That these had discharged
this duty with success and aplomb, skilfully positioning
the enterprise on an international stage as a – yes – small,
but independent, firm that punched above its weight in
a highly competitive sector, makes their disappointment
at the sale of “their” (!) company – and, consequently, the
de facto demise of their independence – all the more understandable. Nonetheless, there was a logic to the deal
the family made. If you become either unwilling or unable to lead, entrepreneurial risks are no longer worth
running, and at some point you have to give them up.
How this is effected is, of course, a different question altogether. Selling to the putative highest bidder is one
obvious option, but there would have been others that
might have better suited the stakeholders. Why did the
board of directors and management (who, as ultimate
holders of power, are the stakeholders with the most to
lose) not defend themselves against the family when
they had the chance? Had they done so, they would have
been the ones able to finesse a “one share, one vote” regime by threatening to resign. Such moves are also part
and parcel of strategic planning.

back down the line, telling of the oases or other waypoints they have sighted. On very rare occasions, they
may even vouch for the odd mirage or two. The caravan
model, that is, the allocation of roles and rights within a
company across various classes of shareholder, has advantages for both sides. This way, the caravan master is
supplied with water during the long journey through the
desert without having to worry about looking for it himself, with all the consequences that this would entail. As
an entrepreneur, he can devote all his energies to finding
the right track, avoiding hostile tribes and making camp
in lush green oases; and the minority shareholder in the
rear can spare himself such concerns and simply draw
the benefits of being in the entourage. Bringing up the
rear is an eminently sensible undertaking from an economic perspective as it keeps costs low and may add
value approaching that generated by the caravan master.
However, bringing up the rear means just that, and anyone tempted to forget that the vanguard may be lost, or
disinclined to continue the march, or swept away by marauding tribes or enticed into a harem, is making an imperfect risk assessment.
Every metaphor has its limits, and this is also
true of the caravan. Unlike a solitary caravan in the
barren desert, there are any number of columns on
the march on the equity markets and baggage-train
followers are at liberty to trail behind several at once;
they can even swap from one to another with no difficulty at all. This unfettered right to latch on to and
decouple from companies by buying and selling equities is not usually open to those supplying the entrepreneurial impetus; the freedom to acquire shares in a
company and then shed them at will is limited to
those shareholders with either very attenuated decision-making power or none at all. This “exit right” is a
powerful means of controlling the caravan masters.
The overall value of the caravan will vary with the demand for places in it and, as the caravan masters are
aware of this mechanism, they will, in the usual course
of events, do what they think is the right thing to
maintain demand for places in the caravan. Exit rights
and their use by shareholders on the equity markets
continuously determine the value of companies (as reflected in the share prices that are acknowledged by
buyer and seller on a daily, hourly and minute-by-minute basis). In short, they offer a near-real-time index
of the company management’s performance.
The control mechanism of exit rights thus represents an extremely powerful incentive that an economy organised along capitalist lines can deploy
through functioning equity markets. The ever-present threat of a falling share price ensures that the masters who wield decision-making power within a
company “do the right thing” at all times. This mechanism exemplifies Adam Smith’s “invisible hand” at
play and is, in a way, the counterpart to the voting
rights that are associated with share ownership and
rooted in property rights. In caravan-style companies,
however, these voting rights are of little real value for

CHAPTER 3

Caravanserai with benefits
A company requiring external capital at some
stage or another resembles, in its infancy, a caravan. The
boldest and brightest, the most diligent and daring men
(and camels – ships of the desert, after all) make up the
vanguard, with the baggage train trooping along in the
rear. A lone individual would not last five minutes in the
desert, but a group may cross it successfully. At intervals,
water is passed up the line from the baggage train to
bring succour to the caravan masters (and their camels)
and, equally regularly, the caravan scouts send reports
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sated for this convenience to the new proprietor, vide
Sika. Equally, it is plain that they are disadvantageous
for the minority shareholders – who nonetheless appear to tolerate them quite happily – and the many
caravans that are organised in this way incontestably
rejoice in a merry throng of camp followers. One need
only think of OC Oerlikon (market capitalisation:
CHF 3.5 billion) or Ems (CHF 8 billion; all valuations
as of 19 January 2015), to name but a few.
And then there are a number of public limited
companies in Switzerland with shares that carry differing nominal value and hence differently weighted
voting rights. These include Sika, as has already been
outlined at some length, but also Conzetta, Metall
Zug and Zehnder. All have additionally decided in favour of “opting out” from a mandatory takeover offer.
The cohort operating a system of shares with privileged voting rights (so-called “voting shares”) and
“opt-up” clauses includes Gurit, Hügli and Swatch.
The most extreme variation on the voting share
theme is, of course, the solution involving participation certificates (e.g. Schindler or Lindt & Sprüngli)
that attract absolutely no voting rights; profit-sharing
certificates (Roche) represent another special case in
that they also have no nominal value. Both participation and profit-sharing certificates represent little
more than a right to participate in dividends, although, like minority shareholders with ordinary
shares, they also enjoy some protection rights in the
event of a takeover (where these have not been excluded by “opt-out” or “opt-up” restrictions). Participation certificates are a particular feature of Cantonal
Banks, where the state, as a correlative to the guarantee it proffers, does not wish to see its decision-making power diluted as voting rights are relinquished.
A saunter of this kind through Switzerland’s investment landscape makes one thing very clear: the
caravan model, whatever its particular form, enjoys
considerable popularity and has proved its mettle in a
wide range of economic and structural conditions. A
glance over the border and overseas shows that voting
shares are common practice in stock corporations. Germany, which abolished voting shares in 1998, is an exception, although a “grandfathering” dispensation is
in place for existing companies. Some efforts towards
abolishing voting shares and adopting a uniform “one
share, one vote” system have also been made in the
USA but, thanks to the typical overlapping of competencies at federal and state level, there is currently
still significant structural latitude, which in recent
times has been exploited by companies operating on
the bleeding edge of technology such as Google and
Facebook. Mark Zuckerberg, for instance, retains
complete control of his company with nominal share
capital in the order of a mere 20%. The minority
shareholders – who, let us not forget, presented him
with a sum of USD 16 billion during the 2012 floatation – are merely bringing up the rear of the caravan
train. Rumour has it that one of the factors that

minority shareholders as they are divorced from any
real decision-making power in genuinely important
matters.

CHAPTER 4

A dizzying array of 				
flourishing companies
What would seem to stand to reason during a
company’s infancy will often last well into its adolescence and beyond. Sika is more than a hundred years
old and was still organised as a caravan. Ems Chemie
can look back on eighty years of history, but the
Blocher family, in sharp contrast to the Burkards,
show no signs of fatigue as far as their enthusiasm or
capacity for leadership is concerned, nor yet any inclination to monetise their controlling stake – to be
tempted into the harem of exclusively financial backers, as it were. The same is true of Schindler, whose
management unequivocally asserted the right of the
next (fifth) generation to take up the baton in the
wake of the Sika affair, and there is just as little expectation that the Hayek family will be retiring from the
watch-making business any time soon.
Strolling through the corporate landscape of
Switzerland surveying companies’ internal structures
is a diverting pastime and reveals a bewildering
assortment of solutions, all of which are ultimately
geared towards safeguarding legal or effective control
of the firm in question. The simplest – and, at first
glance, fairest – solution for all shareholders is the socalled ordinary share, whereby one share entitles the
shareholder to one vote, irrespective of the size of the
holding. This system obtains for the likes of Bobst,
Ems, Leonteq, OC Oerlikon, Bucher, Helvetia and
Phoenix Mecano. Entrepreneurs generally choose ordinary shares when their controlling interest is secured through a healthy majority stake (69% of Ems
lies in the hands of the Blocher family, for example).
Should a partial or total sale at some stage become
necessary, many companies based on ordinary shares
will have shored up their position by choosing an
“opt-out” clause under the terms of which – unlike
with the standard regulations – a purchaser of more
than 33 ⅓% of the shares is not obliged to make a takeover offer to the remaining shareholders. Another
possibility involves an “opt-up” clause under which
the tipping point for a takeover offer from a potential
buyer may be ratcheted up from 33 ⅓ to a maximum of
49%.
Such clauses clearly work in the favour of any
prospective new owner (as a lesser outlay is required
to secure a controlling interest) and thus indirectly
also in the favour of the previously incumbent owner
of the controlling stake, who stands to be compen-
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swayed Jack Ma, the founder of the Chinese internet
platform Alibaba, to float his company in the USA was
that the voting shares permissible there ensured he
would be able to retain control of his company, which
is worth USD 243 billion. Hong Kong has since been
reviewing its share trading regulations.

management and its chairman, the CEO)? Yes, that is
self-evidently exactly the case, and this is just as it
should be. But the opposite could also be asserted: no,
that is precisely not the case, nor can it be. In practice, shareholder democracy has a merely nominal, ratifying significance, but no determinative power – or at
best only in absolutely exceptional cases of situations
demanding strategic decision-making. De facto determinative power in companies does not smack of a
shareholder’s democracy; instead, it demonstrates
strong oligarchic characteristics and in the great majority of cases relies on a model of co-option – a mechanism whereby the previous incumbents select their
successors.
The oligarchy discernible in any company may
display more or less Byzantine traits. Modern corporate governance regulations militate against such
opacity and impose reasonable criteria upon the selection procedures and performance of the most senior management bodies. Recently, shareholder democracy advocates have also nudged compensation
rules towards greater transparency and increased consultation, but the statement regarding oligarchy and
co-option still holds. Behind many a manoeuvre towards improved governance purportedly pushing
greater openness to the fore there lurk mechanisms
designed to perpetuate Byzantine murkiness.
Oligarchy, the rule of the many by the few, and
co-option: there is something fishy about both terms,
although in this case suspicion is presumably a red
herring. In a public company, it is a matter of replacing the elder statesman, the rallying figure that imparts stability and lends substance to lived values. The
unrelenting “regime change” and internecine conflict
we are all too familiar with from the state sector – and
which may, to a greater or lesser extent, have proved
its worth as a winnowing process in this context – is
unlikely to cut the mustard in a corporate setting.
Much of what is said about the advantages of shareholder democracy should therefore be taken – to continue the culinary metaphor – with a large pinch of
salt.
True control of the most senior agents of public
companies is a function of the volatility in demand for
shares associated with exit rights. If the share price
drops – and with it the value of the entire company –
the sword of Damocles (a takeover of the company)
suddenly dangles that much lower. The danger of a
takeover would break the chain of the current oligarchic succession, and, as nobody wants that, the masters act for the greater good of the company, as could
reasonably be expected; indeed, they might even develop what we have called “entrepreneurial impetus”,
as this is the characteristic and/or behaviour pattern
most likely to shield against takeovers.
Following an Anglo-Saxon practice, this negative feedback loop of takeover risk has been complemented over the last few decades with a positive
feedback loop of profit-sharing. The fact that

CHAPTER 5

Who decides on the decision-makers?
The counterpart to the caravan model is the
completely egalitarian public limited company, in
which no precedence is granted to any person or faction and where there is clear governance to ensure
that the premium for acquiring effective control via a
mandatory takeover offer must be distributed equally
among all shareholders. The Swiss regulator has set
the bar for such a mandatory takeover bid at
33 ⅓% and, to prevent such a premium from accruing
to only a few through secret deals, the law (article 20
of the Stock Exchange Act, SESTA) stipulates mandatory reporting requirements for buyers of substantive
blocks of shares, namely those exceeding certain
threshold values (3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 33 ⅓, 50 and
66 ⅔ %). Many global firms, including the two big
banks Credit Suisse and UBS, as well as conglomerates such as ABB, pharmaceutical companies like Novartis and the consumer goods manufacturer, Nestlé,
are organised in this way as purebred public companies.
So, the functioning of a company – and the catalysing of entrepreneurial impetus – is not necessarily
contingent on a concentration of privileged voting
rights among a select few. For all the reservations one
might harbour with respect to specific cases, the
non-caravan model of the egalitarian public limited
company is also – even especially – a model for success. A Mark Zuckerberg or Hansjörg Wyss or Nicolas
Hayek is not required in every case for value to be
added, nor yet are the privileges associated with such
high-flying intellects, the extreme risk exposure that
drives them or the related opportunities necessary to
generate economic success. A shareholder collective
featuring “one share, one vote” is clearly equally capable of extraordinary achievements.
Nonetheless, the question remains: how is
something approaching entrepreneurial impetus to
emerge in the face of such collectivising egalitarianism? Is it by means of shareholder democracy in a public
company that the brightest, most experienced, most
clear-sighted and most upstanding accede to the
board of directors – the pinnacle of the strategic leadership structure – such that that committee, by virtue
of carefully cultivated internal governance, might appoint the company’s executive body (i.e. the senior
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reported performance figures are not necessarily indicative of all-important medium- and long-term success is well known, but the true danger, as ever, lies in
exaggeration – such as when the key performance figures are “churned” with higher risk exposure (a reduction of equity capital, for example). The notion of
gearing a performance-based feedback loop towards a
total-return concept that acknowledges the risks
faced and thus does not asymmetrically factor in only
the gains, but also the losses, is – alas! – encountered
exceptionally rarely in the corporate world. And this,
in turn, shows precisely how little determinative power actually devolves to shareholder democracy.
Any description of the nature of a public company would be woefully incomplete without a mention of the other interested parties who either have an
actual or notional interest in the company’s affairs,
the stakeholders. Dealings with these – in other
words, involving them in the economic and social existence of the company while keeping them at arm’s
length from the firm and fending off unjustified claims
– are among the most demanding tasks of any company management. What constitutes the “right”
amount of consultation? To what extent should the
company be involved in the life of society? Should it
play an active role in the cultural scene in which it operates? In the caravan model, the head of the company largely determines policy according to his or her
personal preferences, and alone; in a public company,
such questions are subject to group dynamics within
the oligarchic system. Given that the degree of indulgence with which stakeholders are treated is essentially always a cost issue (and that one’s choices thus
also directly affect the shareholders), this is exactly
where principal-agent problems, i.e. the conflict of
interest between shareholders and management,
come to a head, especially as the management itself is
typically much more a stakeholder than a shareholder.
In a straight-down-the-line public company,
decision-making power is devolved to an oligarchic,
co-opted inner circle for the foreseeable future. The
gaping information asymmetry between this circle
and the public is tempered with an instrument that is
more powerful still, the Damoclean sword of a takeover threat. The inner circle of oligarchs will of course
do everything in its power to mitigate this danger,
taking steps that may even extend to so-called “poison pills”, legacy problems that only the incumbent
leadership team have the expertise to address or solve.
These may include, for example, convoluted legal
wrangles with the authorities or with clients, patent
disputes, unresolved copyright questions and the like.
View the corporate world through this lens and it is
not difficult to make out a tendency whereby the oligarchic, co-opted inner circle is moving towards the
caravan model and is implicitly attempting to reconstruct it. It is thus wise to make an independent analysis of any company on the basis of its actual governance as it is practised rather than relying on purely
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formal or legal parameters. Such an approach might
go some way towards explaining why a large public
company like Novartis was never the object of a takeover bid during the exceptionally long tenure of Daniel Vasella as CEO, despite its generally low share
price and persistently below-average returns.

CHAPTER 6

Belt and braces
There is a yawning abyss between ownership and
ultimate decision-making power in either model, whether caravan or pure public company. In the former case,
power is simply handed over to a particular category
of person; in the latter, it is devolved more or less indefinitely. In both instances, however, fear of the consequences of failure is the driving force imparting
entrepreneurial impetus. At this point, we should mention a corporate model that deals with the allocation of
ultimate decision-making power in a rather particular
way and shifts an essentially capitalist company into the
ballpark of a foundation: and this model is a purely public company with extremely rigid transferability restrictions. The articles of association may, for example,
provide that only a very small and select circle of people
are even entitled to acquire shares (and/or, as a technical
point, that only people from this contingent may be entered into the share register and thus enjoy full shareholder rights); this will, of course, already constrain
severely the possibility of a takeover and thus of a transfer of power. The articles of association might further
prescribe that any individual shareholder may acquire
only a limited voting weight, and the formation of factions among shareholders may additionally be circumvented by abrogating the voting rights of any coalition
identified as unacceptable to the board of directors. The
upshot is a complete atomisation of the shareholders
that renders it nigh on impossible to exercise supreme
decision-making power through a change of ownership.
This extreme form of restricted transferability
applies in the case of the NZZ group, whose shares are
not quoted on any stock exchange; trades are transacted
privately, obviating the question of how such a regime
might conflict with listing requirements. It is a highly
interesting case in that it is quintessential of the form and
sheds light on related structures, not least companies associated as foundations. For a start, the NZZ is well over
200 years old and the group has enjoyed noteworthy success for some considerable time – so this too was a model that not only worked, but flourished under a wide
range of conditions. Neither the effective preclusion of
“takeover angst” nor somewhat idiosyncratic governance
arising from the circumscription of shareholder democracy caused any shortfall in entrepreneurial impetus.
Quite the opposite. Before and during World War II, the
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group raised its head so far above the parapet that it almost endangered its own existence by adopting an outspoken and very public stance against Germany. An
expansionist strategy that reached far into the regional
newspaper sector was launched towards the end of the
20th century and the paper was in on the ground floor
when Sunday papers were being established in Switzerland at the turn of this century.
One can only assume that it was its solidly grounded approach, its unwavering commitment to core values
and its unambiguous political position that for a long
time guaranteed the forward-looking vector and stability required to run a newspaper. It might even be said
that in no other arena save the NZZ has the oligarchic,
co-opting inner circle functioned for so long, so
smoothly and so successfully without the question of
power even becoming an issue.
Things may become difficult for a company structured in this way if its constitutional set-up is rattled or
its raison d’être eroded, however. In the community of
shareholders, the sons and daughters of yesteryear’s
freethinking titans of the Zürichberg have long since eschewed liberal thinking and are at best of a metropolitan
bent, while the majority of the editors has its work cut
out to prosecute an agenda that is even remotely liberal
(and thus axiomatically sceptical towards the establishment) in its day-to-day ruminations, preferring instead
to cover this intellectual shortcoming with a thin veneer
of concordance with the zeitgeist and the mainstream.
And why, pray? Because that is where they think
the readers are to be found, although these are
unfortunately also able to consume zeitgeist and mainstream for free elsewhere. When an identity crisis of this
kind is coupled with outsize economic challenges, it
comes to resemble a perfect storm, a strategic crisis.
Such problems can no longer be solved incrementally,
but demand a new set of principles, a new entrepreneurial impetus, along with a strong hand that can assert itself against all of the shareholders, however justified
their concerns might seem at first sight. We believe such
a step is unimaginable without transitioning to the caravan model.
Lasting solutions are the best policy, they say,
but this truism definitely does not apply to companies. Instead, as the operating landscape evolves, disruptive phenomena emerge that are anathema to
structurally conservative entities in particular and/or
may question their fundamental existence. These observations about the NZZ group also apply, mutatis
mutandis, to many other comparable structures that
were initially well-intentioned and have survived for a
long time before suddenly morphing into the actual
strategic problem at hand. We need look no further
than the electricity providers Axpo and BKW, the
banknote printer and book dealer Orell Füssli, SRG,
the Cantonal Banks and other quasi-state concerns
for examples of this kind of company.
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CHAPTER 7

Structure as a strategic project
Sika, a company that has been run very successfully on the caravan model for over a century, will presumably find time running out on its existence in this
form after the sale of the controlling stake to SaintGobain. Its constitutional set-up has fundamentally
changed since the family stepped back, and what was
once the right approach – an assiduously cultivated
and guarded independence – will now evaporate in favour of a synergy-seeking merger with a larger entity.
The NZZ group, long the undisputed flagship of the
Swiss media fleet, must now transform itself from an
increasingly anonymous and impotent public company
into a lean, mean, hard-hitting content factory with
an uncompromising line and a strong editorial hand
on the tiller. Other companies – Novartis for example
– who have long had a relatively easy ride despite their
soft underbelly as a public company, will be inspired
by a certain degree of entrepreneurial impetus (thanks
to pressure from the financial markets) and, hey presto, the oligarchic, co-opted inner circle of management will begin to work as it should.
What we are observing is change in the Schumpeterian sense – a creation, a transformation and a destruction of economic entities – and such creation,
transformation and destruction necessarily follows in
the baggage train of the breathtaking technological
advances that have not only characterised the last 25
years but are also likely to continue at breakneck
speed for a long time to come. Flexibility in matters of
strategic import and scope is required, but such flexibility cannot be achieved if its path is blocked by existing structures. What was long – perhaps even for
the longest time, as was the case with Sika or the NZZ
– a salutary arrangement may prove to be an obstacle,
even a hazard, in the wake of strategically determined
change. Continuous rethinking of corporate structures and the incentives that this elicits for shareholders and stakeholders alike is just as much a part of
strategic leadership as far more clamorous questions
relating to products, markets and processes.
One thing that becomes apparent from the
preceding remarks is that there is no single right model
for a successful company. “One share, one vote” clearly falls short of satisfying the needs of an innovative
entrepreneurial class; a free hand and a variety of options are called for instead. This said, we should also
note that a certain amount of uniformity will inhere
in any market configuration, as this is the only way
that prices for similar goods and services can be compared and thus the only way that satisfactory pricing
is possible at all. However, the need for uniformity in
goods and services is at odds with the notion of entrepreneurial free rein. This tension will not be resolved
by deploying an EU-style “banana policy” that excludes specimens whose size and curvature do not
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conform to certain norms, but rather by offering clear
segmentation to guide investors. Whether they are
the convoy behind a caravan or are conniving in an oligarchic, co-opted collective, they do at least deserve
to know where they stand.
KH, 26 January 2015
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